Software effort estimation (SEE) usually suffers from inherent uncertainty arising from predictive model limitations and data noise. Relying on point estimation only may ignore the uncertain factors and lead project managers (PMs) to wrong decision making. Prediction intervals (PIs) with confidence levels (CLs) present a more reasonable representation of reality, potentially helping PMs to make better-informed decisions and enable more flexibility in these decisions. However, existing methods for PIs either have strong limitations or are unable to provide informative PIs. To develop a "better" effort predictor, we propose a novel PI estimator called Synthetic Bootstrap ensemble of Relevance Vector Machines (SynB-RVM) that adopts Bootstrap resampling to produce multiple RVM models based on modified training bags whose replicated data projects are replaced by their synthetic counterparts. We then provide three ways to assemble those RVM models into a final probabilistic effort predictor, from which PIs with CLs can be generated. When used as a point estimator, SynB-RVM can either significantly outperform or have similar performance compared with other investigated methods. When used as an uncertain predictor, SynB-RVM can achieve significantly narrower PIs compared to its base learner RVM. Its hit rates and relative widths are no worse than the other compared methods that can provide uncertain estimation. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. 
RQ1 When used as a point estimator, how well can SynB-RVM perform in comparison with other point and uncertain effort prediction methods that have been shown to perform well? This comparison enables us to check how promising SynB-RVM's (and other uncertain prediction methods') effort prediction is in comparison to state-of-the-art and baseline point effort estimation methods. RQ2 When used as an uncertain estimator, does SynB-RVM provide reasonable PIs? This RQ has two parts: (1) Do the proposed PIs adequately cover the actual efforts of the testing projects? (2) Are the proposed PIs sufficiently narrow so that they can be informative and of practical use? This is our main objective and allows us to evaluate how well our goal of developing a better uncertain predictor has been achieved. RQ3 If SynB-RVM can improve the point and uncertain estimation of its base learner RVM, which of its components contribute to the improvement? This allows us to gain a better understanding of SynB-RVM and find the reasons it outperformed its base learner, contributing to the external validity of this study.
Our experimental studies based on the datasets from the SEACRAFT (former PROMISE) [58] and ISBSG [31] repositories show supportive performance of SynB-RVM. It achieves competitive or even superior point estimates in comparison to other methods and produces better PIs over the uncertain methods investigated. Our analyses show the benefits of synthetic displacement and Bootstrap pruning components. By using our synthetic Bootstrap ensemble model, the software manager can obtain not only the most likely effort value but also a predictive range for the testing projects automatically, enabling flexibility in the bidding process and risk management.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the background knowledge required in this work. Section 3 provides a comprehensive review of previous work that provides uncertain effort estimation, including a discussion of strengths and weaknesses. The proposed method is discussed in Section 4 in terms of its training phase and in Section 5 in terms of its prediction phase. The datasets used in the experiments are described in Section 6, followed by the experimental design including performance metrics, benchmark methods, and their parameter settings in Section 7. The evaluations and analyses of SynB-RVM are discussed in Section 8. Section 9 studies the effectiveness of the three components of SynB-RVM, providing a more thorough understanding. Section 10 discusses its implications to practice. Section 11 further discusses SynB-RVM. Section 12 discusses the threats to validity. The article is concluded in Section 13.
Uncertain Prediction in SEE
In this article, uncertainty is considered in probabilistic terms and originates from the unpredictable and nondeterministic nature of the future software projects. In particular, it is interpreted as the factors influencing software development effort. The uncertainty of effort estimations can be characterized through two types of interval predictions as shown below.
An effort prediction interval (PI) comprises minimum and maximum values between which the future effort is expected to lie at a confidence level (CL). It is usually associated to a most likely point estimate. For instance, a project manager may be 95% certain that the predicted effort of a project will fall between 500 and 2,500 person-hours with the most likely effort value at 1,500.
Confidence interval (CI) is another uncertainty concept, which usually refers to the uncertainty associated with the unknown population statistics, such as the uncertainty of the mean value of an unknown distribution [5, pp. 761-824] . For instance, a project manager may be 95% certain that the mean effort of all developed software projects is 1,500 person-months.
In summary, PIs are related with an unknown project to be predicted, while CIs are connected with the mean effort of existing projects. In this article, we are more interested in providing PIs with CLs for an unknown project.
Relevance Vector Machine
We briefly introduce the Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) [10, 26, 81] . For better understanding, we deliberately omit many details. Please refer to Chapter 7.2 of [10] and [81] for detailed deductions.
RVM [10, 26, 81 ] is a typical generalized linear model and can be represented for output y given input vector x as where θ = [θ 1 , . . . , θ N ] are the model parameters to be learned during the training process, ϵ denotes the uncertain information from actual effort collection and is assumed to be Gaussian distributed as ϵ ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), and Φ is known as the kernel matrix that consists of basis functions on training samples and gives linear regression substantial flexibility for modeling the nonlinear relation between x and y. The basis function measures the distance between a training sample and the project to be predicted. There are several choices for the basis functions. In this work, we adopt the nonnormalized Gaussian basis function:
where x j is the jth training sample, and parameter c controls the width that can be determined using the cross-validation method [10] . We choose this basis function due to the locality feature of SEE data [60] . It is noteworthy that RVM's training procedure involves the calculation of the inverse of the kernel matrix Φ, requiring a training set composed of different projects in order to avoid the invertibility problem. Following the Bayesian framework, RVM first introduces a zero-mean Gaussian prior p(θ ) to the model parameters θ . The prior is a belief on the SEE model before any observations and evidence are taken into account. The detailed shape of the prior is governed by a set of hyperparameters, one associated with each θ n for n ∈ {1, . . . , N }, with their most probable values iteratively estimated from the data. After this iterative procedure finishes, the training vectors corresponding to nonzero model parameters are called relevance vectors, in line with the support vectors of the Support Vector Machine (SVM), which is a popular learning method mainly designed for point estimation [82] [83] [84] . RVM can be considered as a Bayesian approach to SVM, which can provide a probabilistic prediction instead of a point estimate for a testing project.
Then, we can obtain the posterior of model parameters p(θ |D), being a conditional probability after the training examples D are taken into account. The posterior of the model parameters is a Gaussian distribution proportional to the product of the Gaussian prior p(θ ) and the Gaussian likelihood of all training samples p(D|θ ), which is calculated according to Bayes's Rule:
Finally, we can have a probabilistic (Gaussian) effort prediction for a new project as shown in Figure 1 . A point estimation can be easily obtained by being assigned to the mean of the Gaussian distribution (e.g., 1,000 person-hours in Figure 1 ), since it is the most likely effort value.
Automatically Transformed Linear Model
The Automatically Transformed Linear Model (ATLM) is a simple linear model [87] . It works by developing a simple linear relationship between input features and output effort after appropriate automatic transformations upon them. Least square estimation [64] is used to estimate model parameters automatically. ATLM is a suitable baseline model for comparison against SEE predictors [87] and has been shown to be comparable or even superior to other more advanced SEE methods such as Pareto ensembles of ANNs [61] and the hybrid ABE-PSO [42] . We use the R codes provided by the authors for its implementation. It is noteworthy that naively applying Multivariate Linear Regression (MLR) may not be adequate since SEE data is often skewed. Therefore, appropriate transformations of the inputs and/or output are often required to form a proper MLR [44] . To this end, ATLM assesses the suitability of logarithm and square-root transformations of each effort variable (inputs and output) based on the underlying distribution discovered from the training data. For each effort variable, the transformation (logarithm, square root, and none) that results in the least skewed data is applied to construct the final linear model. Skewness is measured by the b1 metric proposed in [32] . ATLM can automatically decide when to apply what transformation and is thus superior to MLR. In particular, MLR is a special case of ATLM when no transformations are applied.
RELATED WORK
Few studies have considered the development of automated models that are able to provide uncertain predictions for SEE. They can be cast into the following five categories.
Bootstrap Wrapping
Angelis et al. [2] were the first to suggest uncertain effort prediction, where the authors compared the effort predictions derived from a Bootstrap-based model with the ones from regression-based methods. However, the method was actually producing CIs (of the mean effort of existing projects) rather than PIs (of new observations) [3, 34] . Later, Bootstrap resampling was integrated with a hybrid software model called CoBRA [14] in order to provide PIs for SEE [50] . The authors wrapped Bootstrap resampling into the CoBRA training process by replacing a single nominal project of CoBRA with an empirical distribution. To construct CoBRA, domain experts were asked to decide the causal factors of CoBRA and their possible values. Experimental results showed realistic uncertainty estimates. However, this method requires intensive human participation in constructing CoBRA and is very specific to CoBRA. More recently, Laqrichi et al. [52] considered uncertainty when using a neural network (NN) for SEE via the Bootstrap mechanism. The proposed method generated a probability distribution of point estimates, based on which the PIs can be computed. The empirical results showed better point estimation compared to traditional effort estimation based on linear regression.
The uncertain effort predictors in this category wrap Bootstrap resampling to reproduce multiple training sets [52] or estimates of model components [50] , from which the effort PIs can be computed. They are different from our method in the following ways. (1) Base learner: Usually, their base learners only provide point estimates [2, 52] . In contrast, our method is based on probabilistic predictors, from which the uncertainty can be retained and calculated automatically, leading to ideally more sensible uncertain predictions. (2) Usage of Bootstrap bags: They use all generated bags regardless of their resulting predictions being unreasonable, whereas our method prunes those unreasonable ones.
Empirical Error Probability Consistency Assumption
Jørgensen and Sjøberg [40] proposed and evaluated a simple effort PI method, based on the assumption that the empirical distribution of estimation accuracy was consistent between the historical and the predicted projects. Comparisons between the proposed method and regression-based and human judgment-based effort PIs showed that different methods could perform well in some data while they failed in others. Another work [12] with the same assumption was proposed later but aims to produce CIs rather than PIs.
The uncertain effort predictors in this category assume that the estimation accuracy of earlier software projects predicts the uncertainty of new projects. However, when this is not the case, the results are misleading. In contrast, the source of uncertainty of our method is assumed to originate from the Gaussian noise assumption on the observed efforts, which lays its foundation on the central limit theorem (CLT) [65] , stating that the summation of several independent random processes tends to a normal distribution even if the original variables themselves are not normally distributed. Considering the errors/noises that generate model uncertainty as random variables, their overall effect is reasonable to be simulated by Gaussian distribution. However, this assumption still has problems because it disregards the fact that effort values have to be positive. Better performance can be expected with a more proper noise assumption. More discussions are provided in Section 11.
Categorical Conversion
Sentas et al. [73, 74] employed ordinal regression to classify a new project into a predefined effort category (e.g., low, nominal, or high). The historical completed projects were required to predefine the spent effort categories. The point estimation was the mean or median value of the category the predicted project falls in. Empirical comparisons between the models producing point and predefined interval estimates were conducted in [9] but no general conclusions were found as the best performed method could behave relatively badly depending on the dataset. Later in [7] , clustering analysis was applied to automatically define the effort categories. Its main contribution was the removal of human intervention in predefining the effort intervals.
The uncertain effort predictors in this category have the following problems: (1) The performance of the uncertain prediction heavily relies on the goodness of the predefined intervals. (2) They suffer inferior point performance as they simply use the median or mean of the categorical intervals for the corresponding point estimates. (3) The interval predictions and point estimates would be exactly the same for all projects in the same category, which may be improper and highly limit the representativeness of effort predictions. (4) It is hard to interpret the category intervals and the confidence (i.e., confidence level) of these intervals is not provided.
Recently, Mensah et al. proposed a more advanced method of this category that automatically determined the categorical intervals [56] . The method provides duplex outputs for a testing project: one for the effort estimate as typically done in SEE studies and one for the effort level (high, moderate, or low) for interpretation purposes. Their method discretizes the training efforts into high, moderate, or low levels according to the density quantile function, and the estimated effort of a testing project is subsequently assigned to one of these defined levels. This method allows the researchers and practitioners to have a better interpretation of the prediction results.
Both SynB-RVM and the Mensah et al. method [56] can provide additional information on the testing project, which helps the PMs make better decisions. However, they mainly differ in the catering problems and the types of information provided. The Mensah et al. method aims to improve the interpretability of effort point estimates and thus provides duplex outputs: one for the point estimation and the other for its high/moderate/low level; in contrast, our method aims to cater to the inherent uncertainty within the SEE data and to support the PMs in their decision making by providing interval predictions together with effort point estimates.
Uncertain Prediction from Bayesian Inference
Recently, a Bayesian regression model, namely, RVM, was introduced to SEE [79] , which provided a simple way of constructing PIs with CLs [79] . Specifically, based on the properties of the Gaussian distribution derived by RVM, the PI with any CL α ∈ (0, 1) was presented based on the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the derived Gaussian effort estimation. Empirical results showed very competitive performance compared to state-of-the-art SEE methods in terms of point prediction performance. However, the derived PIs were sometimes too wide to be informative [79] .
There are some other methods based on Bayes's Theorems [18, 55, 68, 80] to infer softwareuncertain prediction. However, these methods do not aim to and cannot provide effort PIs and are thus out of the scope of this article. In this article, we aim to improve the performance of RVMbased PI methods in terms of a narrower and more informative PI and at the same time maintain or improve the point estimate performance.
Other Methods Optimizing Uncertainty
Sarro et. al [71] proposed a biobjective effort estimator to optimize the accuracy of the point estimates and the uncertainty associated with the estimation model simultaneously. Their method aimed to build a robust model by decreasing the uncertainty during the model evolution. However, it cannot provide uncertain predictions and is thus out of the scope of this article.
TRAINING PHASE OF SYNB-RVM
Consider a training set of N software projects
, where the feature vector x n ∈ R d represents the software features such as software development type, programming language, and team expertise, and y n is the actual effort for developing this software. In the training phase, several RVMs are trained with the following three steps.
Bootstrap Training Bag Construction
By using Bootstrap resampling with replacement on the original dataset D, SynB-RVM creates M Bootstrap training bags of size N , denoted as {D (m) } M m=1 . Sampling with replacement is reasonable for SEE because it is a small data problem, and thus resampling will not take an excessive amount of time. Each Bootstrap bag D (m) will be used to develop one RVM estimator.
Synthetic Project Displacement
Every D (m) is likely to contain duplicated data due to sampling with replacement to create bags with size N . The replicated projects will cause an invertibility problem of the kernel matrix when training RVMs [81] . To this end, we propose a displacement technique to generate synthetic projects to replace these repetitions. The effectiveness of the synthetic replacement technique in improving the point and uncertain prediction performance is verified in Section 9.2.
Suppose that a training project (x, y) ∈ D (m) has been resampled K times. We retain one copy of it and displace all the others along certain directions to form (K-1) different synthetic software projects as shown in Algorithm 1. It can be interpreted as a shift of the replicated project toward a different but similar data cloud in the SEE training space. After replacing all repeated training projects, we obtain a nonrepeatable revised Bootstrap bag D (m) .
The reasons for displacing the repeated project along its furthest neighbor in SEE data are twofold: (1) Choosing the furthest neighbor suggests a more diverse Bootstrap training bag and thus is more likely to relieve the invertibility problem. It may also enhance the capability of the effort estimator for heterogeneous SEE data. (2) Disturbance of the repeated project by using another real SEE data can keep the synthetic project from being too far away from the actual SEE data.
It is noteworthy that synthetic projects we generate may not and are not necessary to be composed of "real" software features. For instance, some synthetic feature may be a decimal for an (1) Find the furthest neighbor x of x in D by Euclidean distance. To avoid the scalability problem, each feature is standardized to have zero mean and unit variance.
5:
(2) The synthetic project is generated as a linear combination of (x, y) and (x , y ) as
where the parameter ρ ∈ (0, 1) controls the displacement degree.
6:
(3) Replace one copy of (x, y) with (x syn , y syn ) in D (m) . Reset D to be {D − (x , y )}. ordinal feature due to a linear combination of two integers. To keep the notation simple, we use {D (m) } to denote the revised Bootstrap bags from this point onward.
RVM Training
The last step of the training phase is to develop RVM estimators from Bootstrap training bags {D (m) }. One RVM is trained on each Bootstrap training bag D (m) using the training procedure described in Section 2.3. The M RVM models can be trained in parallel. The training phase of SynB-RVM is summarized in Algorithm 2.
PREDICTION PHASE OF SYNB-RVM
For a testing software project x with unknown effort y, the prediction phase aims to provide PIs with CLs that are wide enough to capture its actual effort and at the same time sufficiently narrow to be informative of practical use based on the trained RVMs. A second aim of the prediction phase is to provide a competitive point estimate in comparison with RVM-related methods and SEE methods that have been shown to perform well. Our prediction phase consists of the following four steps. (4) PI Construction: Convert the derived Gaussian PDF prediction to CDF and derive the PI [y lb , y ub ] with CL α using Equation (7) or Equation (8 
Bootstrap Uncertain Estimates
From the trained RVM models, we can obtain M Gaussian PDFs {N (y (m) , σ (m) )} as the probabilistic estimates for the testing project x, where each y (m) and σ (m) is the Gaussian mean and standard deviation (std), respectively, for Bootstrap bag D (m) . To generate the final probabilistic software prediction, we will combine these PDFs. As Gaussian distribution is uniquely determined by its mean and std, this issue can be simplified into combining M pairs of {(y (m) , σ (m) }.
Bootstrap Estimate Pruning
Before framing the final prediction, we note that (1) some {y (m) } may be improperly negative due to the base RVMs being weak learners, and (2) the estimates from some Bootstrap bags may not perform well in the training set and should not be retained in the prediction phase. Thus, it would be reasonable for our proposed method to prune these improper Bootstrap bags before constructing the final estimate.
Pruning RVM Training Bags with Negative Estimated
Mean. According to background knowledge, software effort values should be positive, and thus those bags with negative point estimates will be pruned.
Pruning RVM Training Bags with Bad Training
Performance. According to machinelearning theory, high training error usually indicates bad prediction performance [10] , and thus those bags with high training errors will be pruned. We rank Bootstrap bags according to their performance of point estimates on training data and then prune those bags that are the worst τ ∈ [0, 1] percentage. People can choose the pruning performance metric based on practical preference. In our implementation, we use mean absolute error in line with our main evaluation metric of point prediction because it is unbiased toward under-/overestimation. Denote M ≤ M as the number of remaining Bootstrap bags.
Final Probabilistic Prediction
We propose three methods for deriving the final probabilistic prediction based on {(y (m) , σ (m) )} M m=1 .
Empirical Mean.
One of the simplest ways to derive the final probabilistic estimate is the sample means of these Bootstrap estimates:
(4)
Univariant Empirical PDFs.
We simulate the PDF of {y (m) } and {σ (m) } based on the estimations provided by the trained RVM models. Then, we set the mean and std of the final probabilistic estimate as the expectations of those two PDFs, respectively. In our setting, we first develop the frequency histograms for {y (m) } ({σ (m) }), where the number of bins B is automatically determined by the binning algorithm 1 with uniform width that can cover the range of elements and reveal the underlying shape of the distribution. Then, we characterize the bth bin by its middle point y(b) (σ (b)) and calculate its frequency f y (b) (f σ (b)). Finally, the mean and std of the final probabilistic prediction are calculated as
Bivariant Empirical
PDFs. Similar to the method described in Section 5.3.2, this method is also based on empirical PDFs. However, bivariant empirical PDF is used. In this way, the correlation between y and σ can be taken into account. First, develop the 2D frequency histogram for ({(y (m) , σ (m) )}), denoted by f (y,σ ) (b 1 , b 2 ), for which the numbers of bins (B 1 , B 2 ) are automatically determined by the binning algorithm 2 to cover the data range and reveal the shape of the underlying distribution. Then, characterize each rectangle bin by its geometric middle point {(y(b 1 ), σ (b 2 ))} and calculate its frequency f (y,σ ) (b 1 , b 2 ). Finally, the mean and std of the final probabilistic prediction are calculated as
Prediction Interval Construction
Denote y as the final predicted mean and σ as the final predicted std from one of Equations (4) through (6) . Since the final predictive estimation is Gaussian N (ŷ,σ ), the PI with any CL α can be calculated as
where F −1 (β ) represents the effort value located on the β percentile of this Gaussian cumulative distribution function (CDF). In particular, based on the "68-95-99.7" rule of Gaussian distribution [89] , the PIs with CL 0.6827 , CL 0.9545 , and CL 0.9973 can be simply derived as
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, respectively. It is worth noting that we could also derive PIs with CL 0.6827 , CL 0.9545 , and CL 0.9973 according to Equation (7); it is just easier when derived by Equation (8) . The testing phase of SynB-RVM is summarized in Algorithm 3. [21] . This dataset was first presented in [54] for illustration of linear regression models in SEE, and then described in [74] for ordinal regression models. Maxwell contains 62 projects from one of the biggest commercial banks in Finland, covering the years from 1985 to 1993 and both in-house and outsourced development. The following steps were performed to process this dataset for use in this work:
(1) Features: Remove the input features start year (syear ) and duration (duration = syear − 1985 + 1). Start year was removed following the same preprocessing as [74] since it was found to have no significant effect on the dependent effort according to one-way ANOVA. Duration was removed because we usually could not know the project delivery time in reality during the effort prediction process. This preprocessing resulted in the 23 input features listed in Table 2 . [20] . The detailed description for the Kitchenham dataset can be found in [45] . It comprises 145 maintenance and development projects undertaken between 1994 and 1998 by a single software development company. The following steps were performed to process this dataset for use in this work:
Kitchenham
(1) Features: Remove the input features project ID, actual start date, actual duration, estimated completion date, first estimate, and first estimate method. The project ID was removed because it was irrelevant for training an SEE model. The actual start date was removed following the same preprocessing as [45] . The completion date together with the start date would give the duration of the project, and duration was removed because it was considered as a dependent variable. The other features were removed because they were themselves estimations of the completion date or effort or represent the method used for such estimations. This preprocessing resulted in the three remaining input features: adjusted function points, project type, and client code listed in Table 3 . The term 'corr' denotes correlation to effort according to original description. In particular, U-shaped correlation to effort means giving programmers either too much or too little time to develop a system can be detrimental. shown to improve SEE [15] . This imputation method is based on k-nearest neighbors (k-NN). It first finds the k most similar complete projects to the target project to be imputed, where similarity is measured by Euclidean distance. After that, the missing values for the feature are assigned with the same values of their nearest neighbors or determined by vote counting when k > 1. There were in total 10 projects with missing values. (5) Output: The output effort was measured in hours and remained unchanged. [22] . The two datasets follow the COCOMO [11] data format, which has 17 input features consisting of 15 cost drivers, lines of code (loc), and the development type. The detailed description can be found in Table 4 . The datasets were processed to use the COCOMO numeric values for the cost drivers. Cocomo81 consists of 63 projects analyzed by Boehm to introduce the COCOMO model [11] . Nasa93 contains 93 Nasa projects developed between the 1970s and 1980s. The following steps were performed to process this dataset for use in this work: The output effort was measured in person-months and remained unchanged.
Cocomo81 and Nasa93

ISBSG Data
ISBSG release 10 contains a large body of completed software projects (5,052 projects), covering many different companies and several countries, organization types, application types, and so forth. The data can be used for different purposes, such as evaluating the benefits of changing a software or hardware development environment, improving practices and performance, and estimation [31] . First, we preprocessed the ISBSG repository following the same procedures as [60] , resulting in 621 projects, by maintaining only projects with the following:
• Data and function points quality A (assessed as being sound with nothing being identified that might affect their integrity) or B (appears sound but there are some factors that could affect their integrity/integrity cannot be ensured) • Recorded effort that considers only development team • Normalized effort equal to total recorded effort, meaning that the reported effort is the actual effort across the whole life cycle • Functional sizing method IFPUG version 4+ or NESMA • No missing organization type field After that, a set of relevant comparison datasets need to be selected in order to produce reasonable SEE using ISBSG data. The selected projects were grouped into several ISBSG datasets according to the organization type [60] , and only the groups with at least 20 projects were maintained, following ISBSG's dataset size guidelines. The resulting organization types are shown in Table 5 .
Finally, we performed the following steps to process these ISBSG datasets for use in this work:
(1) Features: The ISBSG suggests that the most important criteria for estimation purposes are the functional size, the development type (new development, enhancement, or redevelopment), the primary programming language (3GL, 4GL, or ApG), and the development platform (mainframe, midrange, or PC). As the development platform is missing in more than 40% of the projects for two organization types, the remaining three criteria were used as input features listed in Table 6 . We would lose too many data that were potentially useful in improving and evaluating a model's performance if we further eliminated those projects [59] . Thus, instead of discarding the projects in which the values of language type were absent, we treated these missing values by the 1-NN imputation method [15] , with the same procedures as in Kitchenham. (5) Output: The output effort was measured in hours and remained unchanged. Due to the preprocessing, this is the actual development effort across the whole life cycle.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experiments are designed to answer RQ1 through RQ3. In order to answer RQ1, comparisons between SynB-RVM and the methods that can provide uncertain prediction together with the stateof-the-art point estimators will be made in Section 8.1. This comparison is to show how promising SynB-RVM's estimations (and other uncertain prediction methods' estimations) are compared with existing methods used for point effort estimations. In order to answer RQ2, a comparison of the PIs produced by SynB-RVM and the other uncertain methods will be made in Section 8.2. This comparison is to investigate whether the proposed method can produce improved uncertain performance. In order to answer RQ3, comparisons between SynB-RVM and its variants are made in Section 9. These comparisons and analyses are to explore the effectiveness of the components of SynB-RVM in giving better point and uncertain performance. In this section, we will describe our experimental design including the performance metrics, compared methods, and parameter settings investigated.
Performance Metrics
Metric for Point Prediction.
There are several performance metrics that can be used for empirical evaluation of point SEE models. Popular examples are Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Median Absolute Error (MdAE), Mean Magnitude of the Relative Error (MMRE), Percentage of estimations within N % of the actual value (Pred(N )), Logarithmic Standard Deviation (LSD) [27] , and Standardized Accuracy (SA) [76] .
Different performance metrics emphasize different factors of predictions and can behave differently in evaluating effort models [61] . For instance, MMRE, which is based on the magnitude of the relative error, 1 N N i=1 |y i − y i |/y i , was shown to be biased toward prediction systems that underestimate effort and could be misleading [27, 47, 63, 76] . Underestimation (overoptimism) is the direction of the error that practitioners are more unwilling to see [37, 39] . In contrast, MAE is a symmetric metric, not bias toward under-or overestimation [76] . In fact, people should choose the performance metric according to their particular emphasis and practical interests. MAE has been recommended by Shepperd and MacDonell [76] for SEE studies and is adopted for evaluating point estimates in this article. It measures the average magnitude of the errors as
where y i / y i denotes the actual/estimated effort, and N is the number of testing projects. It is noteworthy that we need to employ MAE in the development of our prediction system in line with the same choice of performance metric (Section 5.2). MdAE has been shown to be less sensitive than MAE to occasional projects with very large efforts and is a useful addition to MAE [27] . It is defined as the median value of the prediction residues {|y i −ŷ i |, i = 1, . . . , n}.
LSD is chosen for being a more reliable criterion than MMRE or MBRE (mean BRE) [27] as being in the logarithm scale of effort values. It is defined as
, 
where baseline method P 0 denotes the random guessing, and MAE P 0 is the prediction performance (measured in MAE) of a large number (typically 1,000) of runs of random guessing. Estimating y t by P 0 is to take y t = y r , where r is drawn randomly from all the remaining (n − 1) effort values (i.e., r ∈ {1, . . . , n} {r t }) with equal probability. The value of SA can be interpreted to be how much better method P is than random guessing P 0 . A value close to zero is discouraging and a negative value would be even worse.
Metric for Prediction Interval. The performance of the PIs with CLs is typically measured by the following two metrics.
Hit rate is the most commonly used evaluation metric for PIs [36, 48, 50] . The underlying idea is that if PIs with CL α are evaluated by T software projects, it is expected that around α × T projects have actual efforts falling inside the corresponding estimated PIs. Hit rate can be calculated by first counting the number of projects whose efforts are within the PIs and then dividing that by the total number of projects. When the number of estimates is sufficiently large, the obtained hit rate should be around the chosen CL: when the hit rate is higher, the estimated PIs are too wide; otherwise, the estimated PIs are too narrow. However, we should note that due to the small SEE datasets, we usually do not have sufficient testing projects. Hence, hit rate may deviate from its corresponding CL, although the two values should be very close in essence. Merely using hit rate as a single metric may be incapable of capturing enough uncertain performance.
Relative width is another useful performance metric for PIs [41] . The underlying idea is that, of two sets of PIs with similar hit rates, the set with the narrower intervals is more informative for and indicative of a higher level of expertise or more efficient use of the uncertainty information than the wider intervals. For example, a person who is only guessing may end up with an adequate hit rate, but his or her 90% PIs are extremely wide and thus of little practical use. To compare PIs for tasks of different magnitudes, the relative width of an effort PI is defined as
where upB/lowB denotes the upper/lower bound of the PI, and Est is the most likely point estimation. The overall performance of uncertain prediction is measured by the average relative width across all testing projects. Larger hit rates are more likely to be associated with wider PIs, whereas lower hit rates are more likely to be associated with narrower PIs. Therefore, if two methods have different hit rates, their relative widths are not comparable. Conversely, if two methods have the same hit rate, the one providing the narrowest relative width is more informative.
Validation Method
We apply 30 runs of 10-fold cross-validation (CV) to validate the performance of the investigated SEE methods. The procedure is repeated 30 times with 10-fold CV with different sample orders, in order to alleviate the impact of project orders and Bootstrap displacement. We use 10-fold CV because the SEE data are usually small, and there could be high bias if using small k (e.g., k = 2 in k-fold) due to the lack of training data, whereas large k, such as leave-one-out with k equal to the size of data, may result in high variance [29] .
We report the results using the parameters that obtained the best performance based on the 30 runs of 10-fold CV, indicating the best performance that the investigated approaches can achieve. All analyses and statistical tests are based on the mean performance across 30 runs, each of which corresponds to one 10-fold CV. We use no further separate test sets because SEE datasets are too small. If we use a further separate test set, we will have an even smaller number of projects for training and validating (model selection). Moreover, a small test set may not represent the whole space very well, so that the evaluation of the learning model would be potentially invalid.
Point Estimation Benchmark Methods
We will evaluate the performance of SynB-RVM as a point estimator against the state-of-the-art point SEE predictors including RVM, Automatically Transformed Linear Model (ATLM) [87] , kNearest Neighbor (k-NN), Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP), Regression Tree (RT), Support Vector Regression (SVR), Bagging with RVM (Bag-RVM), Bagging with ATLM (Bag-ATLM), Bagging with RT (Bag-RT), and Bagging with SVR (Bag-SVR). As long as the proposed method performs no worse than (and hopefully better than) them in terms of point estimates, its superiority to the state-ofthe-art point estimators can be justified considering the additional uncertain prediction provided.
RVM is chosen for being the baseline of the proposed method. ATLM is chosen for being a newly proposed benchmark SEE model and having been shown to perform well [87] . KNN is chosen for being among the most popular prediction models and for its simplicity and intuitive interpretation that mimics the human instinctive decision making [51, 53, 77, 78] . Several empirical studies showed its comparable and sometimes superior performance to other SEE models [38, 51, 53, 77] . ANN has been widely used in SEE, and MLP is the most common form of ANN [30] . RT is chosen for being among the most frequently used SEE models and having a potential advantage for SEE [60, 86] . SVR is designed for small data problems [23] , and existing work implies that it is suitable for SEE [17, 66, 66, 72] . There are several choices for the SVR kernel, and the linear kernel is adopted for being a better choice for SEE [66] . Bag-RVM plays as an ensemble baseline of the proposed SynB-RVM, and Bag-ATLM is expected to perform well due to the good performance of its base model. Bag-RT has been shown to be frequently among the best approaches across different datasets and rarely performs considerably worse than the best approach for any dataset [60] . Bag-SVR has been shown to be more accurate than those based on other base learners such as MLP [30] .
One potential issue of ATLM is that it may suffer certain numerical problems while giving effort predictions for some testing projects. For instance, it may produce an extremely large or even infinite effort prediction for a testing project, which is obviously impractical. This erratic effort prediction may arise from outer-interpolating training points to predict a testing project that is isolated and very distant from any of the training projects, thus causing a very erratic prediction (e.g., very large estimated effort) and large error. The situation could be worse if (e.g.) the erratically large prediction takes place in the logarithmic effort space, which would be inverse transformed back to the original effort space, causing an even larger or infinite effort prediction.
To circumvent this numerical issue, we set up a threshold for predicted effort of ATLM at the value of 10 6 . Those predictions that surpass this threshold will not take part in performance evaluation for ATLM. The assigned threshold is reasonable because the actual effort values of the investigated datasets are much smaller than it. This treatment actually gives an advantage to ATLMrelated methods in the performance comparison. People can take other performance metrics such as mean logarithm absolute error to alleviate or circumvent this numerical problem as long as there is no infinite prediction.
Prediction Interval Benchmark Methods
We select three categories of PI methods in Sections 2.3, 3.1, and 3.2 to justify the uncertain estimation of SynB-RVM. The methods in Section 3.3 are not included because they do not provide intervals that are specific to the project being predicted. The methods in Sections 3.4 (except for RVM) and 3.5 are not compared because they cannot provide PIs and are thus out of the scope of this article. Our implementations for the three groups of uncertain effort methods are described in the following subsections. We also briefly describe the involved point estimators.
7.4.1 RVM. As our method uses RVM as its base leaner and RVMs have shown competitive performance against state-of-the-art point estimators [79] , we compare our proposed methods against RVM in terms of both point and uncertain predictions.
RVM-/ATLM-Based Bootstrap Wrapped
PIs. We detail our implementation and denote RVM-based and ATLM-based Bootstrap wrapped methods by BtstrpRVM and BtstrpATLM, respectively.
We choose the method of Laqrichi et al. [52] as the implementation for this category because it does not present the issues of other Bootstrap methods: it provides PIs and not CIs as [2] , and it does not require expert knowledge as the method of Klas et al. [50] does. Our implementation follows the same procedures as [52] except that the base learner we use is RVM or ATLM instead of MLP. RVM is used for a fair comparison with the proposed RVM-based method. The replacement with RVM may even improve the performance because RVM has been shown to outperform MLP for point estimates [79] . ATLM is used so that BtstrpATLM plays as a baseline for uncertain prediction.
Our implementation for the method of Laqrichi et al. [52] is as follows: (1 
RVM-/ATLM-Based Empirical Error
PIs. We detail our implementation and denote RVM-based and ATLM-based empirical error-based methods by EmpRVM and EmpATLM, respectively.
We follow the procedures for the empirical version of methods in [40] except that (1) the base learner we use is RVM/ATLM instead of a simple multivariate linear regression (MLR) model, and (2) we use all training data for a project prediction as the training set is too small after further selection. EmpRVM is built up for a fair comparison with our proposed RVM-based method, and EmpATLM plays as a baseline for uncertain prediction. The replacement with ATLM over MLR can even improve the point performance because ATLM has been shown to outperform MLR [87] .
Our implementations for uncertain prediction work as follows: (1) Build the RVM/ATLM model based on all training data. (2) Calculate the empirical training error distribution measured by Balanced Relative Error (BRE) that is defined for each training sample as
where Act /Est is the actual/estimated effort of the training project. Here, we have a number of BREs, each of which corresponds to one training project. (3) Calculate the empirical distribution of the training errors based on α-percentiles of those BREs, where α is the corresponding CL. Specifically, we use the percentile (1 − α )/2 as the minimum BRE value and the percentile (1 + α )/2 as the maximum BRE value. (4) The lower bound (lowB) and upper bound (upB) of effort PI with CL α for a testing project are calculated using the decided minimum and maximum BRE values as
respectively. Here, Est is the point prediction of the testing project, which is determined by the trained RVM/ATLM model. It is noteworthy that as a point estimator, the predictions from EmpRVM/EmpATLM are equal to the ones from RVM/ATLM precisely. They differ only in the ways/capabilities of constructing PIs.
Parameter Settings
The parameter values of the methods investigated in this article are shown in Table 7 . In particular, there are four tuning parameters for the proposed SynB-RVM: (1) the basis width c in RVM, (2) the number of Bootstrap bags M, (3) the degree of displacement in synthetic project generation ρ in Section 4.2, and (4) the pruning rate τ in Section 5.2. For RVM, its parameter c has been chosen from the values counting from 0.1 to 15 with step 0.2 (i.e., {0.1 : 0.2 : 15}). After deciding the parameter c for RVM, other investigated RVM-related methods have their specific parameters tuned based on grid search while keeping c fixed, since they can be considered as possible ways of improving their baseline performance of RVM. ATLM and EmpATLM do not have tuning parameters. For RT, the maximum tree depth −1 means the unlimited tree depth. For SVR, the conventional settings for regularization parameter C and slack variable ϵ are used [17, 62] .
For a fair comparison, the number of parameter settings of the base learners is similar to that of RVM. Similar to those RVM-based methods, Bagging with RVM, ATLM, RT, and SVR have their specific parameters tuned based on grid search while keeping the optimal parameter settings of the base learners fixed. 
EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SYNB-RVM
This section aims to evaluate our method in comparison with SEE methods that have been shown to perform well as described in Sections 7.3 and 7.4. Hereafter, the three versions of our method discussed in Section 5.3 are denoted as SynB-RVM_SpMn, SynB-RVM_1Dhist, and SynB-RVM_2Dhist, respectively.
Evaluation of Point Estimates
This subsection aims to answer RQ1: how well can the proposed method perform in terms of point estimation? It is noteworthy that we actually have four RVM-related comparisons including RVM, EmpRVM, BtstrpRVM, and Bag-RVM, and that similarly we have four ATLM-related comparisons including ATLM, EmpATLM, BtstrpATLM, and Bag-ATLM. However, the point estimates of EmpRVM/EmpATLM/BtstrpRVM/BtstrpATLM are equal to the ones of RVM/ATLM/Bag-RVM/ Bag-ATLM.
Tables 8(a) through 8(d) list the performance measured in MAE, MdAE, LSD, and SA. We perform Friedman tests [19] for statistical comparisons of all methods across all datasets. The null hypothesis (H0) states that all methods are equivalent in terms of point prediction performance. The alternative hypothesis (H1) states that at least one pair of methods differs. The Friedman test with the significance level 0.05 rejects H0 with the p-value of 3.11 × 10 −13 , 4.11 × 10 −10 , 0, and 3.38 × 10 −11 for MAE, MdAE, LSD, and SA, respectively. Friedman tests also provide rankings of the methods. Let r (i ) j be the rank of the jth method on the ith dataset, and N be the number of datasets. The average rank of method j is calculated as
The average ranks can provide a reasonable idea of how the methods compare to each other given rejection of the null hypothesis [19] . In Table 8 , the integer in parentheses along with a method is its rank over all methods on each dataset (r (i ) j ), and the last row lists the average rank of each method across all datasets (R j ). We can see that the three versions of SynB-RVM can usually outperform the other RVM-related methods. Specifically, when measured in MAE, SynB-RVM_2Dhist achieves the best average rank, SynB-RVM_1Dhist performs the second best, followed by SynB-RVM_SpMn with slightly worse average rank, and BtstrpRVM (and Bag-RVM) performs the worst among all RVM-related methods. ATLM (and EmpATLM) can always have a slightly better average rank than SynB-RVM, and the performance of BtstrpATLM (and Bag-ATLM) shifts according to the performance metrics. Nevertheless, SynB-RVM usually significantly outperforms other methods in at least one metric.
Next, we conduct post hoc tests for a more formal comparison. SynB-RVM_2Dhist is chosen as the control method for often performing the best among the three versions of the proposed method. For each dataset, we also compute the effect size across the 30 runs against SynB-RVM_2Dhist and highlight the difference with medium/large magnitude. Effect size is a simple way of quantifying the differences between two methods with multiple runs [85] . Vargha and Delaney's A 12 is adopted for being a nonparametric effect size and making no assumptions on the underlying distribution [4, 85] . It is interpreted, according to Vargha and Delaney's categories [85] , as small (≥0.56), medium (≥0.64), and large (≥0.71). The results are as follows:
• In terms of MAE, post hoc tests with Holm-Bonferroni corrections for comparing each method against SynB-RVM_2Dhist detect significant superiority to SVR, MLP, RT, and Bag-SVR. No significant difference can be found with respect to the three versions of SynB-RVM or to the RVM/ATLM-related methods. SynB-RVM_2Dhist has superiority to RVM (EmpRVM), BtstrpRVM (Bag-RVM), and BtstrpATLM (Bag-ATLM) in most datasets with medium/large effect size but performs worse than ATLM (EmpATLM) in many datasets with medium/large effect size.
• In terms of MdAE, post hoc tests detect that SynB-RVM_2Dhist performs significantly better than RVM (EmpRVM), BstrpRVM (Bag-RVM), SVR, MLP, Bag-RT, and Bag-SVR. No significant difference can be found among the three versions of SynB-RVM. RT and kNN have better average ranks in terms of MdAE than in terms of MAE and perform similarly to SynB-RVM_2Dhist. ATLM (EmpATLM) and BtstrpATLM (Bag-ATLM) have similar overall performance but outperform our method in many datasets with medium/large effect size.
• In terms of LSD, post hoc tests detect that SynB-RVM_2Dhist performs significantly better than BtstrpRVM (Bag-RVM), kNN, SVR, MLP, and Bag-SVR. No significant difference can be found among the three versions of SynB-RVM. ATLM (EmpATLM) and BtstrpATLM (Bag-ATLM) have similar overall performance and are superior or inferior to SynB-RVM_2Dhist with medium/large effect size depending on the datasets.
• In terms of SA, post hoc tests detect that SynB-RVM_2Dhist performs significantly better than BtstrpRVM (Bag-RVM), SVR, MLP, and Bag-SVR. No significant difference can be found among the three versions of SynB-RVM. Similar to MAE, SynB-RVM_2Dhist is superior to RVM (EmpRVM), BtstrpRVM (Bag-RVM), and BtstrpATLM (Bag-ATLM) in most datasets with medium/large effect size but performs worse than ATLM (EmpATLM) in many datasets with medium/large effect size.
Overall, the performance comparisons slightly vary in terms of different metrics, consistent with the observations in [61] . ATLM (EmpATLM) can outperform SynB-RVM with medium/large effect size in many datasets, but their performance is statistically similar across datasets. Nevertheless, our method is more consistently among the best methods regardless of the metrics.
Moreover, we discuss the magnitude of performance difference in terms of SA for its interpretability. We can see from Table 8 The performance improvement of SynB-RVM over RVM is usually small, but it can achieve better relative width as will be discussed in Section 8.2.2. Overall, these results suggest that SynB-RVM is more likely to perform better and sometimes much better in practice.
We should note one limitation of ATLM, as discussed in Section 7.3: ATLM-related methods may suffer certain numerical problems when giving effort prediction for some testing project that is very distant form any of the training points. We circumvent it by setting up a reasonable threshold, surpassing which the predicted effort will not take part in the final prediction calculation (for BtstrpATML and Bag-ATLM) and performance evaluation (for ATLM and EmpATLM).
An interesting observation is that ATLM-related methods can largely outperform all the others in some datasets such as Cocomo81, Nasa93, and Org5. It suggests fairly good multiple linear fittings between the transformed input features and the transformed efforts. The variable transformation includes logarithm, square-root, and none [87] . Pearson correlations between the logarithm of size-related features (e.g., lines of code) and the logarithm of effort attain fairly large values at 0.8466, 0.8435, and 0.8236 for the listed datasets, respectively, suggesting good linear fittings between inputs and outputs after proper data transformation. This results also confirm the arguments from the paper [44] noting that "with appropriate transformations, multiple linear regression can produce suitable and accurate predictive models."
In summary, the experimental results suggest that our method significantly improves over RVM (EmpRVM) and BtstrpRVM (Bag-RVM) but performs similarly to ATLM (EmpATLM) and BtstrpATLM (Bag-ATLM). Nevertheless, SynB-RVM still holds its merits over ATLM in its capability of making uncertain predictions and absence of numerical problems. Our results confirm that our method is able to improve its base learner for better point estimates and can outperform the state-of-the-art point estimators significantly. It also confirms the results from the paper proposing ATLM, which shows this baseline SEE model to be competitive against state-of-the-art effort estimators [87] .
Evaluation on Prediction Intervals with Confidence Levels
This subsection aims to answer RQ2: can SynB-RVM derive the PIs with good hit rate and narrower PIs compared with other PI methods? We will answer RQ2 in two parts: (1) Can the proposed PIs achieve good hit rates? (2) Can the proposed PIs obtain small relative width with a similar hit rate? Evaluation of uncertain prediction should be based on the best parameter settings with respect to some metric. In this sense, we can choose the best parameter settings according to hit rates, relative widths, MAE, MdAE, LSD, or SA. In this article, the best parameter settings are decided in accordance with the best MAE for reflecting the actual deviation of the estimated efforts. (7) and (8) . CLs at {68.27, 95.45, 99.73}% are included due to their easy computation by setting j = {1, 2, 3} in Equation (8) .
Evaluation on Hit
In practice, a hit rate that is either equal to or greater than its CL is considered to be satisfactory. When the hit rates are smaller than their CLs, the method fails in terms of achieving the required hit rate. In this case, the smaller the hit rate, the worse the performance of the method. When the hit rates are equal to or greater than their CLs, this means that the method succeeds in reaching the required hit rate. If the hit rates surpass their CLs, this does not mean that the method is unsuccessful in achieving the required hit rate. In the formula, the loss function of hit rate is defined as
where h is the actual hit rate and cl is the corresponding CL. When the hit rate is equal to or surpasses its CL, the loss is zero; when the hit rate is lower than its CL, the loss is equal to their distance.
For an idea of the achievable hit rates of the uncertain methods, Table 9 (a) lists the median hit rates across 11 datasets for each method at each CL. The values in parentheses are the percentages (in 100%) of datasets that succeed in reaching the desired hit rates. We can see that our method can usually succeed in reaching the required hit rates, while most others fail in reaching them. In particular, BtstrpRVM/BtstrpATLM always has much lower hit rates than required. Though having better hit rates than BtstrpRVM/BtstrpATLM, EmpRVM/EmpATLM still rarely succeeds in reaching the CLs; i.e., the percentage of success is almost always zero. The magnitude of the superiority of SynB-RVM in terms of hit rate is usually large compared with all the other methods except for RVM. Taking CL 80% as an example, SynB-RVM_1Dhist can achieve 81.6% hit rates, which is superior to the best 70.3% hit rate achieved by EmpATLM. The difference between SynB-RVM and RVM in terms of hit rate is usually small. SynB-RVM usually surpasses the CLs, meaning that adjusting the method to reduce its hit rate could potentially help improve the width of the PIs produced by this method. A possible future enhancement could be to provide a nonsymmetric interval prediction as discussed in Section 11 ("Nonsymmetric Effort Prediction Uncertainty"). Table 9 (b) lists the average rank of each method across all datasets in terms of hit rate. To perform thorough comparisons, for each of the 12 CLs, we conduct one Friedman test with the significance level of 0.05 on the hit rates. The null hypothesis (H0) states that the hit rates of the investigated methods are equivalent across datasets. The alternative hypothesis (H1) states that at least one pair of methods differs in terms of hit rate. All 12 Friedman tests reject H0 with very small p-values ranging from 4.0301 × 10 −14 to 1.1826 × 10 −4 . After that, we conduct post hoc tests with Holm-Bonferroni corrections for each CL. Positive/negative signs in the parentheses denote significant difference/no difference against the control methods that have in their parentheses. The control methods may vary for different CLs and are chosen for having the best average ranks. For instance, SynB-RVM_1Dhist has the best average rank for CL 10% and was chosen as the control method, whereas RVM has the best average rank for CL 50% and was chosen as the control method.
We can see from Table 9 (b) that no significant difference has been found between the control methods and RVM and the three versions of SynB-RVM based on the post hoc tests with HolmBonferroni corrections with the significance level 0.05 (see the negative signs associated to them). Rates Measured in Equation (14) Actually, the control methods are either RVM or SynB-RVM over all CLs except for CL 0.997 (see the star signs). In contrast, all PIs derived from BtstrpRVM perform significantly worse than the ones from the control methods. One possible reason for their worse performance than RVM may be the invertibility problem when training RVM with replicated projects. SynB-RVM overcomes this problem by replacing the replicated training projects with their synthetic counterparts as in Algorithm 1. Similarly, post hoc tests have found significantly worse performance for EmpRVM compared with the control methods in most hit rates. For ATLM-related methods, all PIs provided by BtstrpATLM are significantly worse than the ones from the control methods. For EmpATLM, the PIs of CLs that are equivalent to or lower than 60% perform significantly worse than the ones from the control methods; post hoc tests cannot detect a significant difference for the CLs greater than 60%, but Table 9 (a) shows large superiority of SynB-RVM to EmpATLM for the CLs until 90%. Though higher CL is more appealing to industry, Jørgensen et al. suggested "not to ask for high confidence (90 percent, or worse, 98 percent) effort prediction intervals" because "lower confidence intervals are much likely to be realistic" [36] . This is because lower CLs are more likely to be achieved in practice and thus provide more precise and useful information to the PMs. Several studies in industry and academia had also shown strong bias toward overconfidence for the predicted effort PIs [36, 41, 50] , where higher CLs are not really reachable in practice. Even when one can reach a higher hit rate, the PI widths are usually too wide to be informative [2, 36, 79] . Therefore, we opt to use PIs with a lower CL such as 80% or even 60%, allowing only one or two projects to exceed the upper bound and only one or two to fall below the lower bound on average.
In summary, the experimental results and statistical tests show that SynB-RVM can usually achieve significantly better hit rates than other uncertain methods except for RVM, where they perform similarly. The performance superiority is always very large in practice, especially for CLs below 90% that are more pragmatic.
Evaluation on Relative Width.
We evaluate relative width based on the PIs generated in Section 8.2.1. Larger hit rates may be associated to wider PIs, whereas lower hit rates may be associated to narrower PIs. Therefore, if two methods have different hit rates, their relative widths are not comparable. Conversely, if two methods have the same hit rate, the one providing the narrower relative width is considered to be more informative. One question is then what hit rates should be selected for the comparison. Hit rates equal to or greater than the CLs are satisfactory. However, most methods were unable to reach their CLs. In the end, we fixed the hit rates to the values that are similar to the largest hit rate achievable by all methods.
We set up the following evaluation procedures to find the similar hit rates (Table 10) and their corresponding relative widths (Table 11 ): (1) For each dataset, find the minimum of the highest hit rates across all methods and set this value as the benchmark hit rate denoted as B_HitR. The benchmark hit rate of each dataset is chosen to be the highest hit rate that can be achievable by all uncertain methods. In other words, given the set composed by the highest hit rates achieved by the uncertain methods for a dataset, the benchmark hit rate is the lowest hit rate in this set. The benchmark hit rates are reported in the second column of Table 10 , each corresponding to one dataset. (2) For each method, find the closest hit rates to the benchmark values across all datasets and form the main body of Table 10 . A Friedman test with the significance level 0.05 does not find significant difference on these hit rates with the p-value 0.8763, indicating the similarity of these values as desired for a fair comparison of their widths. (3) Find the relative widths in line with these hit rates and produce Table 11 . In this way, we can compare the relative widths with similar hit rates. Smaller values represent better exploitation of uncertainty and more informative PIs. A Friedman test with the significance level 0.05 rejects the null hypothesis (H0) with the p-value 2.28 × 10 −4 , indicating that at least one pair of the methods differs.
Next, we conduct post hoc tests for more detailed comparisons. We can see from Table 11 that the three versions of our method can usually produce much narrower PIs compared with RVM and BtstrpRVM while reaching similar hit rates. SynB-RVM_1Dhist has the best average rank and thus is chosen as the control method. Post hoc tests with Holm-Bonferroni corrections have found a significant difference over RVM and BtstrpRVM. No significant difference has been found over EmpRVM, BtstrpATLM, or EmpATLM. Nevertheless, SynB-RVM_1Dhist has a large magnitude of superiority to these methods with medium/large effect size in terms of relative width in most datasets. SynB-RVM_1Dhist performs similarly to SynB-RVM_2Dhist but is superior to SynB-RVM_SpMn with medium/large effect size in many datasets.
In practice, SynB-RVM_1Dhist can outperform other RVM-based methods with large magnitude. For instance, SynB-RVM_1Dhist has much narrower PIs in Maxwell at 1.1964 against RVM at 5.3690 and against BtstrpRVM at 3.5965, in Cocomo81 at 1.7579 against RVM at 7.8990, against BtstrpRVM at 4.0331 and against EmpRVM at 5.9306, in Nasa93 at 2.4906 against RVM at 24.7529 and against BtstrpRVM at 8.3049. When it performs worse than some uncertain methods with medium/large effect size, the magnitude of performance inferiority is small. For ATLM-based uncertain methods, the magnitude of performance difference becomes smaller. Nevertheless, SynB-RVM still holds superiority for having better relative widths with medium/large effect size in more datasets.
Evaluation of relative width with higher CLs. We compare SynB-RVM_1Dhist against Emp-RVM following the same evaluation procedures in terms of relative widths. SynB-RVM_1Dhist (EmpRVM) is chosen for having the best average rank among the three versions of SynB-RVM (the competitors) according to Table 11 . In this manner, we can reach higher benchmark hit rates, and thus the relative widths in line with higher hit rates can be evaluated. The first part of Table 12 lists the benchmark hit rates and the chosen hit rates. The Wilcoxon sign-rank test with the significance level 0.05 does not find a significant difference on the hit rates with p-value 0.8984, indicating the similarity of these values as desired for a fair comparison of their widths. The second part of Table 12 lists the relative widths in line with the chosen hit rates. The Wilcoxon sign-rank test with the significance level 0.05 cannot reject the null hypothesis (H0) with p-value 0.3652. This means that in some datasets our approach is better, and in some others EmpRVM is better since it is a statistical test across datasets. Nevertheless, SynB-RVM_1Dhist can achieve better relative widths than EmpRVM with a medium/large effect size in most datasets. The magnitude of performance superiority is often very large.
Overall, SynB-RVM produces significantly better relative width than that of RVM and Btstrp-RVM across datasets, and is superior to EmpRVM, EmpATLM, and BtstrpATLM with a medium/ large effect size in most datasets. The superiority magnitude can be very large over other RVMrelated uncertain methods in practice.
Brief Summary
The performance comparisons in terms of point and uncertain prediction are summarized in Table 13, which demonstrates the superiority of SynB-RVM in terms of the overall performance.
In terms of point estimation, SynB-RVM significantly improves over RVM (EmpRVM), BtstrpRVM (Bag-RVM), kNN, SVR, MLP, RT, Bag-RT, and Bag-SVR with respect to at least one metric, and performs similarly to ATLM (EmpATLM) and BtstrpATLM (Bag-ATLM). In terms of hit rate, SynB-RVM can usually achieve significantly better performance over the other methods except for RVM. In terms of relative width, SynB-RVM can produce significantly better PIs than those from RVM and BtstrpRVM, and performs similarly to EmpRVM, BtstrATLM, and EmpATLM. Nevertheless, SynB-RVM has a large magnitude of performance superiority to EmpRVM, BtstrATLM, and EmpATLM with a medium/large effect size in most datasets. Altogether, SynB-RVM is a robust winner and never performs significantly worse than its competitors. The point prediction metrics include MAE, MdAE, LSD and SA, and the uncertain prediction metrics include hit rate and relative width. Equality/positive/negative sign denotes insignificantly different/significantly better/significantly worse performance of SynB-RVM against each method. Non-existing comparisons are denoted as N/A. Note that the summarized comparison in hit rate is an overall description across the 12 CLs.
INVESTIGATION ON THE SYNB-RVM COMPONENTS
This section aims at answering RQ3: which components of SynB-RVM contribute to the prediction improvement over its base learner RVM in terms of both point and uncertain effort estimation? It will provide a more thorough understanding of SynB-RVM, contributing to its external validity. In particular, we will investigate the following questions: (a) Are the three methods for deriving the probabilistic prediction similar in terms of final point and uncertain prediction? (b) Do the synthetic displacement and Bootstrap pruning of SynB-RVM contribute toward improving the final point and uncertain prediction?
Three Methods for Deriving the Final Probabilistic Prediction
To answer RQ3 (a), we can apply statistical tests on SynB-RVM_SpMn, SynB-RVM_1Dhist, and SynB-RVM_2Dhist to investigate the significance of their difference. This is possible because the only difference between the three versions of SynB-RVM is the method for deriving the final probabilistic predictions according to Section 5.3. For effort point estimation, the Friedman test at the significance level of 0.05 was applied to the MAEs, MdAEs, LSDs, and SAs of SynB-RVM_SpMn, SynB-RVM_1Dhist, and SynB-RVM_2Dhist shown in Table 8 , respectively. The null hypothesis (H0) states that they are equivalent. The alternative hypothesis (H1) states that at least one pair of the three versions of the proposed SynB-RVM differs. No significant difference has been found with the p-value of 0.9204, 0.7145, 0.4617, and 0.9204 for MAE, MdAE, LSD, and SA, respectively.
Next, we consider the difference of the three versions of SynB-RVM for uncertain prediction. In term of hit rate, we conduct a Friedman test at the significance level of 0.05 on the hit rates of SynBRVM_SpMn, SynB-RVM_1Dhist, and SynB-RVM_2Dhist shown in Table 9 (b) for each of the 12 CLs. For each CL, the null hypothesis (H0) is that the three versions of SynB-RVM are equivalent in terms of hit rates. The alternative hypothesis (H1) states that at least one pair of the three versions of SynB-RVM differs. No significant difference has been found for either of the 12 CLs with the pvalues ranging from 0.4617 to 0.9966. In terms of relative width, a Friedman test at the significance level of 0.05 was applied to the relative widths of SynB-RVM_SpMn, SynB-RVM_1Dhist, and SynBRVM_2Dhist shown in Table 11 that achieve similar hit rates. The null hypothesis (H0) states that they are equivalent in terms of relative widths. The alternative hypothesis (H1) states that at least one pair of the methods differs. No significant difference has been found with the p-value of 0.9204. Therefore, the three versions of the proposed SynB-RVM perform similarly across datasets in both point and uncertain effort prediction.
Synthetic Displacement and Bootstrap Pruning
To answer RQ3 (b), SynB-RVM_1Dhist is compared with its variants where synthetic displacement and/or Bootstrap pruning are removed, contributing to #_rmAll, #_rmSyn, and #_rmPru. It enables us to explore the effectiveness of the two components in improving the performance of its base model RVM. SynB-RVM_1Dhist is chosen among the three versions for its best relative width and because they are shown to be statistically similar in Section 9.1. We follow the same validation design in Section 7 to compare the three variations against SynB-RVM_1Dhist and RVM. Table 14 shows the point performance of the five investigated methods across 11 datasets. We perform Friedman tests for the statistical comparisons. The null hypothesis (H0) states that all methods are equivalent in terms of point prediction performance. The alternative hypothesis (H1) states that at least one pair of methods differs.
Comparisons of Point Estimates.
Friedman tests with the significance level 0.05 reject H0 in terms of all metrics except for MdAE, where H1 has to be taken. Post hoc tests with Holm-Bonferroni corrections for each method against Syn-RVM_1Dhist detect a significant difference with respect to RVM, #_rmAll, and #_rmSyn in terms of MAE, LSD, and SA. No significant difference is detected with respect to #_rmPru.
These results verify the effectiveness of synthetic displacement and the two components as a whole in improving the point prediction performance of RVM. They also suggest that the synthetic displacement has a more significant impact than Bootstrap pruning for effort point estimation.
Comparisons of Uncertain Estimates.
For effort uncertain estimation, we follow the same procedure as in Section 8.2 to evaluate the performance of these methods based on the 12 CLs.
Regarding hit rate, we conduct Friedman tests at significance level 0.05 for each of the 12 CLs. The null hypothesis (H0) states that the hit rates of the methods are equivalent across datasets. The alternative hypothesis (H1) states that at least one pair of the methods differs in terms of hit rates for this CL. None of the 12 Friedman tests can reject H0 with the p-values ranging from 0.0071 to 0.8945, indicating that #_rmAll, #_rmPru, and #_rmSyn produce similar hit rates to those of RVM and SynB-RVM_1Dhist.
Regarding relative width, we need to compare the width of PIs with similar hit rates following the same evaluation procedures of Section 8.2.2. Table 15 lists the 11 benchmark hit rates and the closest actual hit rates of the investigated methods to their corresponding benchmark values over all datasets. A Friedman test with the significance level 0.05 does not find a significant difference on these hit rates. The p-value of the statistical test is 0.8077, indicating the similarity of these values as desired for a fair comparison of their widths.
The relative widths in line with these similar hit rates are listed in Table 16 . A Friedman test with significance level 0.05 rejects null hypothesis (H0) with the p-value 3.46 × 10 −4 , where the alternative hypothesis (H1) is accepted that at least one pair of the methods differs. Post hoc tests with Holm-Bonferroni corrections by comparing each method against SynB-RVM_1Dhist detect significant difference over RVM, #_rmAll, and #_rmSyn with p-value 3.74 × 10 −4 , 2.28 × 10 −4 , and 2.161 × 10 −2 , respectively. No significant difference has been found over #_rmPru.
Overall, our experimental results and statistical analyses verify the effectiveness of synthetic displacement and the two components as a whole in improving the uncertain prediction performance of RVM. They also suggest that the synthetic displacement has a more significant impact than Bootstrap pruning for effort uncertain prediction, being consistent with the conclusions on point estimation.
The Parameter of Bootstrap Pruning.
It has been shown that pruning has less impact than synthetic displacement in enhancing the baseline performance of RVM. This subsection further investigates how the parameter choices of Bootstrap pruning affect point/uncertain performance. This analysis can also provide information on whether this component should be removed if practitioners have no time to tune its value.
Among the tuning parameters of SynB-RVM (shown in Table 7 ), we find three pairs of (M, ρ), each corresponding to one of the pruning rates {τ 0 , τ 0.1 , τ 0.2 }. Specifically, we find the best parameter setting of (M, ρ) for τ 0 and the worst settings of (M, ρ) for τ 0.1 and τ 0.2 in terms of MAE, MdAE, LSD, and SA, respectively. In this manner, we can compare the best performance without pruning against the worst performance with pruning. Then, their performance is compared across datasets to investigate the impact of the pruning rate. The null hypothesis (H0) states that their performances are equivalent across datasets in terms of point/uncertain prediction.
Regarding point prediction performance, Friedman tests with the significance level 0.05 across datasets reject H0 with the p-values 5.31 × 10 −9 , 8.78 × 10 −7 , 9.42 × 10 −8 , and 5.31 × 10 −9 for MAE, In summary, our analyses show that parameter choice of Bootstrap pruning has a significant effect on point performance, and bad parameter settings of using pruning can lead to worse results than not using it. On the contrary, the parameter choice of pruning does not impact uncertain performance significantly; i.e., hit rate and relative width are robust to the values of the pruning rate. Therefore, practitioners are suggested not to adopt pruning when they do not have time to tune this parameter in case of bad point performance.
More Comparisons over Bagging Ensemble for Point Prediction
Considering that the differences between SynB-RVM_SpMn and Bag-RVM for point prediction are synthetic project generation and Bootstrap pruning, we can compare the two methods to judge the effectiveness of the two components as a whole. Wilcoxon sign-rank test [88] is recommended to compare two methods across multiple datasets [19] . The null hypothesis (H0) states that SynBRVM_SpMn and Bag-RVM are equivalent. The alternative hypothesis (H1) states that they differ. The Wilcoxon sign-rank test with the significance level of 0.05 rejects H0 with the p-values 0.0098, 0.0420, 0.000977, and 0.0049 in terms of MAE, MdAE, LSD, and SA, respectively, verifying the effectiveness of synthetic displacement and Bootstrap pruning together in producing better point performance, which is consistent with the conclusion by comparing SynB-RVM_SpMn and #_rmAll from Friedman post hoc tests in Section 9.2.1.
In addition, we conduct statistical tests between RVM and Bag-RVM to find whether the Bagging ensemble is sufficient to improve the point prediction performance of RVM. The null hypothesis (H0) states that the two methods are equivalent. The alternative hypothesis (H1) states that the two methods are different. The Wilcoxon sign-rank test with the significance level 0.05 cannot reject H0 with the p-values 0.1475, 0.2061, 0.6377, and 0.0537 for MAE, MdAE, LSD, and SA, respectively, indicating that the Bagging ensemble cannot promote essential point performance. It is probably because of the invertibility problem when training RVM with replicated projects.
Overall, synthetic displacement and Bootstrap pruning of SynB-RVM have the merits of improving the point prediction performance, but the Bagging ensemble alone cannot.
Correlation of Point Performance and Relative Width for SynB-RVM
This section aims to investigate how much of the good relative width of SynB-RVM is contributed by good point prediction by making use of Spearman correlation between the two factors.
Spearman's rank correlation r s ∈ [−1, +1] is a nonparametric statistic that assesses how well the relationship between two variables can be described using a monotonic function [67] . The value +1/−1 means a perfectly increasing/decreasing monotone of one variable over the other. Conventionally, the correlation strength can be interpreted according to |r s | as [67] Specifically, we compute Spearman correlation between point prediction errors and relative widths of all uncertain methods across all datasets as illustrated in Table 17 . The left column consists of the point prediction performance of the uncertain methods across datasets in terms of MAE, MdAE, LSD, or SA, and the right column consists of the relative width. For each performance metric, the relative widths are decided following the procedures in Section 8.2.2. Altogether, we have four groups of data columns as Table 17 , each corresponding to one point prediction metric. Table 18 shows the results. We can see that the correlation is very weak in terms of MAE, MdAE, and SA, where good point estimates have little effect on narrower PIs. There is weak correlation in terms of LSD, where better point estimates lead to narrower PIs. Therefore, the point estimator could sometimes have an influence. As a result, we should choose a good point estimator for use with the uncertain method. Nevertheless, the uncertain method plays a more important role in contributing to narrower PIs, since the correlation between point performance and relative width is (very) weak. The choice of uncertain method also has an impact, as shown in Table 11 . In particular, some uncertain methods do better than the others.
Brief Summary
The three versions of SynB-RVM are similar in terms of both point and uncertain effort prediction, showing that the three methods for deriving final probabilistic prediction in Section 5.3 are similar. Table 19 summarizes the performance investigation of SynB-RVM components. Synthetic displacement and the two components as a whole have the merits of improving the performance of RVM in terms of both point and uncertain prediction. The synthetic displacement has a more significant impact than Bootstrap pruning for both point and uncertain prediction. The data columns for Spearman calculation is illustrated in Table 17 . 
The point prediction metrics include MAE, MdAE, LSD and SA, and the uncertain prediction metrics include hit rate and relative width. Equality/positive sign denotes no-different/significantly better performance of SynB-RVM_SpMn against each method/variant.
IMPLICATIONS TO PRACTICE 10.1 Predictive Performance and Dataset Characteristics
This section investigates the correlation between improvement ratio of point and uncertain prediction and SEE data characteristics including complexity, linearity, and clustering defined as follows. Improvement ratio of method P 1 over P 2 in terms of performance metric γ is defined as
min {γ (P 1 ),γ (P 2 ) } , γ ∈ {relative width, MAE, MdAE, LSD}
The improvement ratio of P 1 over P 2 is positive if P 1 is superior to P 2 , and negative otherwise.
Complexity of a dataset is defined as the division of the number of features over the number of data samples as complexity = #fea #data .
Larger values mean that the dataset is harder to estimate the efforts. Linearity of a dataset is defined by the Pearson correlation between effort values in the logarithm scale and size-related features (i.e., line of code or functional size) in the logarithm scale. Logarithm scale is applied because the size-related features and effort values of SEE data are often skewed and thus appropriate transformation, such as logarithms, is often required to form a proper and normal shape [44] . The size-related feature is chosen due to the well-known fact that they are usually the most correlated with the effort on the datasets [16, 53] . Clustering of a dataset is defined by the number of clusters the projects could be divided into. We adopt k-Means [69] for its popularity and effectiveness to improve the performance in the SEE context [60, 75] based on normalized features and Euclidean distance. The cluster number k is determined among k = {2, 3, 4, 5} based on the criterion silhouette values [70] . The validating procedures are implemented by a MATLAB built-in function evalclusters(). Clusters with fewer than three projects are not considered as a valid division, and thus not counted toward the total number of clusters of the dataset. As k-Means is not a deterministic method; i.e., it cannot always retrieve the same clusters when the same data projects are used. We run the validating procedures 10 times and choose the k with the largest silhouette as the final clustering.
Specifically, we calculate the improvement ratio of SynB-RVM_1Dhist over RVM/EmpATLM on each dataset and then compute the Spearman correlation between these improvement ratios and complexity/linearity/clustering characteristics across datasets. SynB-RVM_1Dhist is chosen among the three versions for usually performing the best, RVM is chosen for being the baseline of SynB-RVM, and EmpATLM is chosen for performing the best among the ATLM-based methods. Table 20 (a) lists the characteristics of datasets and the improvement ratios of SynB-RVM over RVM/EmpATLM. Some datasets such as Maxwell and Cocomo81 are more linear than others such as Org7 and Org4. The complexity of the datasets varies, ranging from Org3 at 0.0185 (relatively easy) to Maxwell at 0.3710 (relatively hard). The number of clusters is usually not more than four. Overall, we have multiple types of datasets to represent the SEE task in practice. Table 20 (b) lists the Spearman correlations between the improvement ratios and the characteristics of datasets. With respect to RVM, the improvement ratios of our method are larger in the datasets that are more complex or more linear in terms of both point and uncertain predictions, as illustrated by the large positive correlations highlighted in yellow (light gray) in the table. Regarding complexity, a possible reason for these results is that by using Bootstrap resampling, our method would enlarge the training set of this Bootstrap bag, and thus obtain larger improvement over the prediction performance of the baseline RVM on more complex datasets. Regarding linearity, a possible reason could be the synthetic displacement technique of our method. The synthetic project is generated by a linear combination of a replicated project and its furthest neighbor. Thus, a more linear dataset would lead to synthetic projects with higher quality, potentially contributing to better prediction performance. With respect to EmpATLM, the improvement ratios of SynB-RVM are smaller in more linear datasets in terms of both point and uncertain predictions. A possible reason is that EmpATLM is designed (and thus should be more suitable) for more linear datasets, and such factor is stronger than the enhancement of more linear data to SynB-RVM. With respect to clustering, the correlations are (very) weak and thus neglectable for the improve ratios over both RVM and EmpATLM. It means that the clustering of a dataset does not have an impact on the choice of adopting our method against other uncertain approaches.
Overall, when the datasets are harder or more linear, it is suggested that practitioners use SynB-RVM over RVM for better point and uncertain prediction. The more linear the dataset, the smaller the improvement ratio of SynB-RVM over EmpATLM.
Understandability versus Better Performance
This section aims to discuss the tradeoff between understandability and better performance of the uncertain methods investigated.
ATLM is easy to understand as a variant of multiple linear regression, whereas RVM lays its foundation on the Bayesian framework and thus requires more background knowledge to understand. As our proposed methods are based on RVM, the model is more difficult to interpret than those based on ATLM. Nevertheless, the mechanisms used to produce the PIs of the uncertain approaches have conceptually equal understandability: EmpSEEr 4 employs the error distribution of training projects to decide the upper and lower bounds of the PI of a testing project; BtstrpSEEr 5 extracts two values from multiple point predictions to form the upper and lower bounds of the PI; SynB-RVM integrates multiple uncertain predictions into one through averaging. Their final point prediction is either a single value (for EmpSEEr) or the mean of multiple values (for BtstrpSEEr and SynB-RVM).
In practice, when practitioners are more keen to understand the underlying estimation models, ATLM-related methods would be more attractive, with a statistical sacrifice on the uncertain prediction performance. In particular, if the practitioners do not value PIs, ATLM would provide both interpretability and good point estimates, and is recommended. However, when the practitioners are more concerned about better uncertain estimation, SynB-RVM would be their best option for being robust and having statistically similar or better point and uncertain prediction. Overall, it is a tradeoff between superiority in prediction performance and understandability when selecting an SEE method.
Time Complexity of the Uncertain Methods
This section aims to analyze the time complexity of the uncertain methods with respect to training and testing phases given training set size n. Since the uncertain methods are based on ATLM or RVM, we would analyze the complexity of RVM and ATLM as follows.
ATLM is a variant of multivariate linear regression with extra data transformation (Section 2.4), so the time complexity of ATLM is O(n 3 ) for model training and O(n) for effort estimation of a new project, ignoring the time complexity of data preprocessing. Note that ATLM itself cannot provide uncertain prediction and needs to be integrated with EmpSEEr/BtstrpSEEr.
The model parameters of RVM need to be updated alternatively [81] . Suppose K to be the iterations by which the learning algorithm of RVM converges. At each iteration, the training process includes an n × n matrix multiplication and an n × n matrix inversion, leading to the overall complexity O(Kn 3 ). The testing phase includes the multiplication of an n × 1 vector and an n × n matrix, leading to the complexity O(n 2 ).
BtstrpSEEr's training phase consists of constructing M base models based on the M Bootstrap bags leading to the complexity O(M * n 3 ) for BtstrpATLM and O(M * Kn 3 ) for BtstrpRVM (Section 7.4.2). BtstrpSEEr's prediction phase consists of (1) 
EmpSEEr's training phase consists of (1) constructing the model, (2) computing the training errors, (3) sorting the error values of size n, and (4) extracting certain percentiles of the error values for upper and lower bounds of the PI (Section 7.4.3). Accordingly, the time complexity is O(V ) + O(n) + O(n 2 ) + O(1), where V denotes the training complexity of the base model and O(n 2 ) is the worst time complexity of sorting n variables. In particular, the training time complexity is O(n 3 ) for EmpATLM and O(Kn 3 ) for EmpRVM. EmpSEEr's prediction phase consists of (1) predicting the point estimate of the testing project and (2) computing the lower and upper bounds of PIs as Equation (12) . Accordingly, the time complexity is O(V ) + O(1). In particular, the prediction time complexity is O(n) for EmpATLM and O(n 2 ) for EmpRVM.
SynB-RVM's training phase consists of constructing M RVMs from the M Bootstrap bags (Section 4), leading to the complexity O(M * Kn 3 ). SynB-RVM's prediction phase consists of (1) obtaining M uncertain estimates of the testing project, each corresponding to one of the RVMs; (2) combining the M uncertain estimates using Equation (4) through (6); and (3) extracting certain percentiles for upper and lower bounds of PIs (Section 5), leading to the complexity Table 21 summarizes the time complexity of the uncertain methods. We can see that EmpATLM, EmpRVM, and RVM have lower time complexity in both training and predicting phases compared to SynB-RVM. Nevertheless, SynB-RVM can achieve significantly better point/uncertain prediction performance as shown in Table 13 . In practice, the time complexity of SynB-RVM can be largely reduced by proceeding with the training and predicting with M Bootstrap ensembles in parallel.
Altogether, there is always a tradeoff between the cost and good performance with respect to uncertain prediction: it is suggested that practitioners use faster methods such as EmpATLM when they are more concerned with the computational efficiency, and that they use SynB-RVM when they want better uncertain prediction. 
Denote n as the number of training samples, M as the number of Bootstrap bags, and K as the iterations that the learning algorithm of RVM converges. Conventionally, M is smaller than n. Note that ATLM itself cannot provide uncertain predictions. In practice, the training and prediction processes of BtstrpSEEr/SynB-RVM can be proceeded in parallel, leading to much reduced time complexity.
FURTHER DISCUSSION
SynB-RVM's base model: SynB-RVM needs the base models, like RVMs, to be capable of deriving probabilistic effort estimations themselves. Thus, its aim is to combine those uncertain predictions into a unified one when making a prediction for a testing project. In this way, the prediction uncertainty comes from each of the base models when giving uncertain predictions for the testing project. In contrast, the other PI methods utilize only the point estimates from their base models, based on which their prediction uncertainty for the testing project is derived. Therefore, our method can be considered to use richer uncertain information in order to produce its PIs than the other PI methods. Moreover, our method could be considered as a way to combine potentially "weaker" uncertain predictions into a stronger one. The experimental results in comparing the uncertain prediction between RVM and SynB-RVM (Section 8.2) verify this statement.
SynB-RVM's extension:
SynB-RVM can be extended with other base models as long as they can provide probabilistic predictions for a testing project. The base model can be a single predictor like RVM that can provide uncertain prediction itself or an ensemble of point estimators like EmpRVM that can produce uncertain prediction as a group. In a sense, a more general name of the proposed method can be Synthetic Bootstrap ensemble of Probabilistic Predictors. The experimental investigation and evaluation on the more general framework are left as future work.
Nonsymmetric uncertain effort prediction: SynB-RVM assumes that the prediction uncertainty for a project effort follows Gaussian distribution by considering the noises such as the mistake when collecting the actual efforts and the limitation of the SEE model as independent random processes (see Section 3.2). The Gaussian assumption is reasonable according to the central limit theorem (CLT). However, it disregards the fact that the software effort has to be positive. For Gaussian effort uncertainty, the probabilistic prediction is symmetric as shown in Figure 1 . However, when the predicted probabilistic prediction overlaps the negative quadrant, the positive requirement of project efforts would push the negative values to the right of the nonnegative values, making the symmetric probabilistic prediction right skewed. Previous empirical observations were in line with the above description stating that the distribution of uncertainty for SEE was not symmetric but usually had a longer right tail [43, 49] .
In this case, nonsymmetric right-skewed PIs of CLs would be better, for which the right parts of PIs are longer and heavier than the left ones. As a result, the Gaussian effort noise assumption may have problems in causing less informative PIs when the probabilistic effort predictions overlap the negative quadrant since the symmetric PIs are produced. To address such problems, we could relax the Gaussian assumption on the effort noise in the model of RVM by considering other nonsymmetric effort noise models such as righted-skewed Gaussian [6] or Gamma distribution [33] . However, the revision on the noise assumption of the RVM model would fail the analytical solutions and lead to considerably complicated deductions. One potentially simpler solution is to adjust the predicted effort probability slightly rightward according to the skewness of the point estimates of the RVMs. We leave it as our future study for further improving our method's uncertain predictions.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
A potential threat to validity is that to answer RQ3, we did multiple statistical tests, possibly inducing type I error. For instance, besides Friedman post hoc tests with Holm-Bonferroni corrections, we did Wilcoxon sign-rank tests between Bag-RVM and SynB-RVM_SpMn to study the effectiveness of synthetic displacement and Bootstrap pruning. However, we do not consider it to be a very serious threat to this study, because these p-values were considerably small, indicating strong difference, or very large, indicating strong identity.
Another potential threat to validity is the three extra parameters of SynB-RVM compared with RVM. We did not investigate a large number of values for these parameters; i.e., only three values were investigated for each model parameter as shown in Table 7 . Despite that, our method showed significantly better point estimates and much more effective PIs compared with other RVM-related methods. Therefore, we do not consider further parameter tuning as essential for this study. As a future work, we will investigate the impact of parameter settings further.
This study has not explored a full range of SEE methods as base models of our proposed method. More empirical experiments are required to repeat this study using base models other than RVM and ATLM in the proposed method that can provide uncertain effort prediction. Nevertheless, given the choice of base models that have been shown to be competitive with the state-of-theart effort estimators [79, 87] , this article offers much support in providing more informative and meaningful uncertain effort estimations.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose a novel SEE method called synthetic Bootstrap ensemble of RVMs (SynB-RVM) designed for better PIs with CLs. SynB-RVM adopts Bootstrap resampling to produce multiple RVMs using different training bags that are sampled from the original training data with replacement. It then assembles those RVMs, each of which can provide uncertain prediction for a testing project, into a unified probabilistic effort estimator. Based on them, PIs with CLs can be easily generated. SynB-RVM has three versions, namely, SynB-RVM_SpMn, SynB-RVM_1Dhist, and SynB-RVM_2Dhist, depending on the ways the final predictions are produced. We validate SynB-RVM by answering three research questions as follows.
RQ1
: When used as a point estimator, how well can SynB-RVM perform compared with the state-of-the-art SEE methods? Experiments show that SynB-RVM can either significantly outperform or have similar point estimation performance compared with the investigated methods, shown to be promising in the context of SEE. In particular, SynB-RVM significantly outperforms RVM (EmpRVM), BtstrpRVM (Bag-RVM), kNN, SVR, MLP, RT, Bag-RT, and Bag-SVR in terms of at least one metric, and performs similarly to ATLM (EmpATLM) and BtstrpATLM (Bag-ATLM).
RQ2
. When used as an uncertain estimator, can SynB-RVM's PIs achieve adequate hit rates with narrower and more informative intervals? In terms of hit rate, experimental results show that SynB-RVM and RVM can usually achieve significantly better hit rates. The hit rates from SynB-RVM and RVM are similar. In terms of relative width, SynB-RVM can produce significantly better PIs than those from RVM and BtstrpRVM when reaching similar hit rates. Even though the relative widths of SynB-RVM are similar to those produced by EmpRVM, EmpATLM, and BtstrpATLM, SynB-RVM can usually achieve much better PIs with medium/large effect size in most datasets. Therefore, SynB-RVM can achieve the overall better uncertain performance.
RQ3. Which components of SynB-RVM contribute to the point and uncertain prediction improvement? In detail, (1) are the three methods for deriving the final probabilistic prediction similar? And (2) do the synthetic displacement and Bootstrap pruning of SynB-RVM improve the final point and uncertain prediction? Statistical studies on the three versions of SynB-RVM show that they are similar in terms of both point and uncertain effort prediction. Synthetic displacement and the two components as a whole have the merits of improving the performance of RVM in terms of both point and uncertain prediction, as opposed to the Bootstrap sampling itself. The synthetic displacement has a more significant impact than Bootstrap pruning for better point and uncertain prediction.
Besides the main contribution in proposing and validating SynB-RVM by answering the above research questions, this article is the first study to provide a thorough experimental comparison on uncertain effort estimation including several types of PI methods (Section 3). In practice, due to the capability of providing uncertain effort prediction, the proposed SynB-RVM has the potential to help PMs to make better-informed decisions by accessing the project estimation risks. It could also provide more flexibility to PMs when making decisions to bring more profits for their organizations. Based on the encouraging results obtained in this work, we would like to further evaluate this method both quantitatively and qualitatively in practice, with industry.
The proposed SynB-RVM still has room for improvement, such as the nonsymmetric effort PIs, as discussed in Section 11. The investigation of new strategies is left as future work, as well as the experimentation with more base models that can provide probabilistic effort prediction.
